Given a linear, constant coefficient partial differential equation in R d`1 , where one independent variable plays the role of 'time', a distributional solution is called a null solution if its past is zero. Motivated by physical considerations, we consider distributional solutions that are tempered in the spatial directions alone (and do not impose any restriction in the time direction). Considering such spatially tempered distributional solutions, we give an algebraic-geometric characterization, in terms of the polynomial describing the PDE at hand, for the null solution space to be trivial (that is, consisting only of the zero distribution).
Introduction
Given a polynomial p P CrX 1 ,¨¨¨, X d , T s ": CrX, T s, we associate with it the linear constant coefficient differential operator D p by making the replacements
Bt .
Definition 1.1 (Solution space).
A solution space is a subspace S of the space of distributions D 1 pR d`1 q.
Throughout this article, unless otherwise indicated, we will use the standard distribution theory notation from Schwartz [10] or Tréves [11] . If we fix a solution space S, a polynomial p P CrX, T s gives rise to the differential operator D p : S Ñ D 1 pR d`1 q, defined by Definition 1.2 (Null solution, null solution space). Let p P CrX, T s, and S be a solution space. A null solution in S associated with p is a distribution u P S such that ‚ (Solution) D p u " 0 ‚ (Null past) u| tă0 " 0
We denote by N S ppq the subspace of S consisting of all null solutions in S associated with p: N S ppq :" tu P S : D p u " 0 and u| tă0 " 0u.
The notion of a null solution was considered in [3] and [4] . We are interested in giving an algebraic-geometric characterisation of the polynomials p for which N S ppq is just the trivial subspace t0u, consisting of only the zero distribution 0. Such a characterization is expected to depend on the solution space S, as illustrated by the two results below, Propositions 1.3 and 1.4. In the following, DpR d`1 q denotes the space of all compactly supported smooth (C 8 ) functions on R d`1 , and E 1 pR d`1 q denotes the space of all compactly supported distributions on R d`1 . But the ring ApC d`1 q of entire functions in d`1 complex variables forms an integral domain. As ppi¨q ‰ 0 in ApC d`1 q, we conclude that Fu " 0, and so u " 0 too. Hence N S ppq " t0u.
('Only if' part): Suppose that p " 0. Then clearly N S ppq " S ‰ t0u.
On the other hand, when S " C 8 pR d`1 q or D 1 pR d`1 q, using two results due to Hörmander [6, Theorems 8.6.7, 8.6.8] , one can show the result below. Here, degp¨q is used to denote the total degree, which is the maximum (over the monomials X i 1 Proof. We recall that [6, Theorem 8.6.7] says that for a characteristic plane with normal n, there exists a solution in C 8 whose support is exactly the half-space ty : xy, ny R d`1 ď 0u. It can be seen that the hyperplane with the normal vector n :" p0, 1q P R d`1 is characteristic with respect to D p if and only if degppq ‰ degppp0, T qq. This immediately gives the 'only if' part of the proposition.
For the 'if' part, we use [6, Theorem 8.6.8] , which says that if X 1 , X 2 are open convex sets such that X 1 Ă X 2 , then the following are equivalent:
‚ If u P D 1 pX 2 q satisfies D p u " 0 in X 2 and u| X 1 " 0, then u " 0 in X 2 . ‚ Every characteristic hyperplane which intersects X 2 also intersects X 1 .
Taking X 1 " tpx, tq : xpx, tq, ny R d`1 " t ă 0u, where n :" p0, 1q P R d`1 , and with X 2 :" R d`1 , the above yields the 'if' part of the proposition.
Let us see what happens when we apply Proposition 1.4 in the case of the diffusion equation.
Example 1.5 (Diffusion equation). Consider the diffusion equatioń
Since degpppX, T" 2, whereas degppp0, T" degpT q " 1, Proposition 1.4 implies that N D 1 pR d`1 q ppq ‰ t0u and N C 8 pR d`1 q ppq ‰ t0u.
In the above example, the outcome is physically unexpected. Indeed, matter diffusion can be modelled by the PDE above, where u is the density of matter. Then zero density up to time t " 0 should mean that the density stays zero in the future as well. However, the above example shows that one can have 'pathological' null solutions in C 8 or in D 1 that are nonzero in the future. On the other hand, if we choose a different, physically motivated solution space in this context, namely functions which at each time instant have a spatial profile belonging to L 1 pR d q, then the associated null solution space is trivial, as expected. The reason that the null solution space is nontrivial in the above example when S " C 8 pR d`1 q or D 1 pR d`1 q is that there is no growth restriction on the spatial profiles of the solutions at each time instant, and 'rapid' growth 1 is allowed. Indeed, in most physical situations, we expect that at each time instant, the spatial profile is typically in some L p space or at most polynomially growing, etc. This motivates the following solution space considered in this article. Below SpR d q denotes the Schwartz space of test functions, and S 1 pR d q denotes the space of tempered distributions; see e.g. [11, Chap. 25 ]. Definition 1.6 (Distributions tempered in the spatial directions). The space of distributions on R d`1 tempered in the spatial directions, is the space LpDpRq, S 1 pR dof all continuous linear maps from DpRq to S 1 pR d q, where DpRq is endowed with its inductive limit topology and S 1 pR d q is equipped with the weak dual topology σpS 1 , Sq. We endow LpDpRq, S 1 pR dwith the topology L σ pDpRq, S 1 pR dof pointwise convergence.
Also, for an element u P LpDpRq, S 1 pR d qq, we define its 'spatial' Fourier transform by p u P LpDpRq, S 1 pR dby xp upϕq, ψy " xupϕq, p ψy for all ϕ P DpRq and ψ P SpR d q. Here, for ψ P S 1 pR d q, we define its Fourier transform p ψ P SpR d q by
where x¨,¨y R d is the Euclidean inner product on R d . LpDpRq, S 1 pR dcan be considered to be a subspace of D 1 pR d`1 q as follows. For an element u P LpDpRq, S 1 pR d qq, define U by xU, ϕ b ψy " xupϕq, ψy pϕ P DpRq, ψ P DpR d q Ă SpR d qq.
(1)
By the Schwartz kernel theorem [6, Theorem 5.2.1, p.128], it follows that there is a unique distribution U P D 1 pR d`1 q such that (1) is satisfied. The space LpDpRq, S 1 pR dis also isomorphic to the completed projective-(or 2 epsilon-)tensor product D 1 pRq p b π S 1 pR d q of the spaces D 1 pRq and S 1 pR d q. We will study the set of null solutions with respect to the space of distributions tempered in the spatial directions, and give an algebraic-geometric characterization of those polynomials p for which the corresponding null solution space consists of just the zero solution. Before we state our result, we give a few algebraic-geometric definitions, and some motivation for arriving at this condition. Definition 1.7 (Variety). Given a set I of polynomials from CrX 1 ,¨¨¨, X d s, the variety V pIq of I in C d , is the set of all common zeros of the polynomials from I, that is, V pIq " tξ P C d : ppξq " 0 for all p P Iu.
We make the following two observations, leading us to our main result.
(1) Let p P CrXs, and let u P S 1 pR d q be such that D p u " 0. Taking Fourier transform, ppiξqp u " 0. So supppp uq Ă tξ P R d : ppiξq " 0u. Thus if V ppq X iR d " H, then p u " 0, and hence also u " 0. (2) Let p P CrT s, and let u P D 1 pRq be such that D p u " 0. Then u is a classical solution, expressible as a linear combination of the real analytic functions t k e λt for some nonnegative integers k and complex numbers λ. If the past of u is zero, that is, u| tă0 " 0, then u " 0.
As our solution space LpDpRq, S 1 pR d» D 1 pRq p b π S 1 pR d q, we expect our algebraic-geometric characterisation to reduce to above extreme cases when the polynomial belongs either to CrXs or to CrT s. In order to formulate this algebraic-geometric condition, we give the following definition. Definition 1.8 (X-content). Let p P CrX, T s. Writing p " a 0`a1 T`¨¨¨`a n T n P CrXsrT s, where a 0 ,¨¨¨, a n P CrXs, the X-content C X ppq of p is the ideal in CrXs generated by a 0 ,¨¨¨, a n .
We show below that if the variety V pC X ppqq of the X-content of p meets iR d , then the null solution space in LpDpRq, S 1 pR dassociated with p is nontrivial.
Proof. Let V pC X ppqq X iR d ‰ H, and ξ 0 P R d be such that iξ 0 P V pC X ppqq. Consider u :" e ixx,ξ 0 y R d b Θ, where Θ is any nonzero function in C 8 pRq which has a zero past, for example,
Then u P LpDpRq, S 1 pR dand it has zero past, that is, u| tă0 " 0. If p " a 0`a1 T`¨¨¨`a n T n , where a 0 ,¨¨¨, a n P CrXs, then a 0 ,¨¨¨, a n P C X ppq, and so a 0 piξ 0 q "¨¨¨" a n piξ 0 q " 0. Consequently, D p u " a 0 piξ 0 qe ixx,ξ 0 y R d bΘ`¨¨¨`a n piξ 0 qe ixx,ξ 0 y R d bΘ pnq " 0. Hence u P N LpDpRq,S 1 pR dppq. But u ‰ 0, and so N LpDpRq,S 1 pRqq ppq ‰ t0u.
In light of the necessity of V pC X ppqq X iR d " H for N LpDpRq,S 1 pR dppq " t0u, a natural question is whether this condition is also sufficient. Our main result (Theorem 4.1) is to show the sufficiency. Thus, Theorems 1.9 and 4.1 together give:
In the last section, we will also consider distributions which have spatial profiles at each time instant lying in certain Besov spaces.
We summarise the results in a table below:
Solution space S Test on p for N S ppq " t0u Result reference
The key idea used in proving the sufficiency part is as follows. By taking Fourier transform, the partial derivatives B x k with respect to the spatial variables x k are converted into iξ k , and so we obtain ppiξ, B t qp u " 0, a family, parameterised by ξ P R d , of equations involving B k t with the polynomial coefficients a k piξq. One would like to 'freeze' a ξ P R d , to get an ODE for pp up¨qqpξq P D 1 pRq, where for such a solution to an ODE we can indeed say that zero past implies zero future, and so the proof can be completed easily by varying the arbitrarily fixed ξ. This is possible if the spatial Fourier transform is a function, so that the evaluation at ξ is allowed, and this is essentially how one shows the results (6)- (9) .
For showing our main result (5) , where spatial Fourier transform will not result in a function of ξ, but rather a distribution, the idea is as follows. Using Holmgren's uniqueness principle, the support of p u is contained in Vˆr0, 8q, where V is the real zero set of the leading coefficient a n . If d " 1, so that a n were a polynomial of just one variable, then the real zeroes are isolated points, and we can complete the proof using a structure theorem of Schwartz, which says that distributions supported on a line must be essentially the Dirac delta and its derivatives, tensored with distributions T k of one variable (time). We can then boil down ppiξ, B t qp u " 0 to give an ODE for these distributions T k of time, and since each T k can be shown to have zero past, we can conclude that the T k s must be zero. So this is how the proof works when d " 1 and when a n was a polynomial of just one variable. In the general case, to handle the case when a n may be a polynomial of d variables, we proceed inductively on the number of spatial dimensions d. It is too much to hope that at each inductive step we end up with polynomials as coefficients of B k t , since polynomial parametrisations of the zero sets of the polynomial a n may not be possible (e.g. tpX, Y q : X 2`Y 2´1 " 0u does not possess a polynomial parametrisation). But the d " 1 case just relied on the discreteness of the zero set of a n , which is also guaranteed if a n were real analytic instead of being a polynomial. So to carry out the induction, we use the set up where we make sure that the coefficients of B k t obtained at each inductive step are real analytic functions. To begin with, polynomials are real analytic, real analytic varieties do possess locally real analytic parametrisations ( Lojaciewicz structure theorem for real analytic varieties), and composition of real analytic functions is real analytic. This allows us to complete the induction step, by again appealing to a structure theorem of Schwartz, now for distributions with support in a smooth manifold. The technical details are carried out in Lemma 3.1.
The organisation of the article is as follows.
‚ In Section 2, we recall some preliminaries needed for the proofs. ‚ In Section 3, we will prove the central technical result in Lemma 3.1, which will lead to the proof of Theorem 4.1 on the sufficiency. ‚ In Section 4, we will prove Theorem 4.1. ‚ In the final section, we consider distributions which have spatial profiles at each time instant lying in certain Besov spaces. We will also mention a few auxiliary open problems.
Preliminaries
In this section, we recall three auxiliary known results needed for the proof of Lemma 3.1:
‚ Holmgren's uniqueness theorem, ‚ Schwartz structure theorem for distributions supported on a manifold, ‚ Lojaciewicz structure theorem for real analytic varieties.
2.1.
Holmgren's uniqueness theorem. Before recalling this result, we first we establish some terminology and notation. Let Ω Ă R d be an open set, and consider the differential operator P with real analytic coefficients a n of order N :
Here, for a multi-index n " pn 1 ,¨¨¨, n d q of nonnegative integers, we define |n| :" n 1`¨¨¨`nd . The principal part P N of P is defined by
We now recall the uniqueness theorem of Holmgren [ 
Then there exists a neighbourhood Ω 1 Ă Ω of x 0 such that every u P D 1 pΩq satisfying P px, B B Bqu " 0 and vanishing when f pxq ą f px 0 q, x P Ω, must also vanish in Ω 1 .
We will use the following consequence of this.
Then supppuq Ă tpξ, tq P UˆR : c N pξq " 0u.
Proof. We will use Holmgren's uniqueness theorem with Ω " UˆR, and
Then P N ppξ, tq, pζ, τ" c N pxqτ N . For f pξ, tq :"´t, grad f " p0,´1q, and
The set tt˚P R : P ppξ, tq, B B Bqu " 0 and u| tăt˚" 0u is nonempty since 0 belongs to it. If the supremum t 0 of this set is finite, then we know that u| tăt 0 " 0, that is u P D 1 pΩq vanishes when f pξ, tq "´t ą´t 0 " f pξ 0 , t 0 q. Applying Holmgren's uniqueness theorem, we get a contradiction, since the existence of a neighbourhood Ω 1 of pξ 0 , t 0 q where u vanishes will mean that the supremum exceeds t 0 which is impossible. Hence t 0 "`8. This means that u " 0 in the complement of the set tpξ, tq P UˆR : c N pξq " 0u in UˆR. Consequently, supppuq Ă tpξ, tq P UˆR : c N pξq " 0u.
2.2.
Schwartz structure theorem for distributions with support in a submanifold of R d . We will need a local structure result, due to Schwartz [10, Theorem XXXVII, page 102], for distributions with support contained in a smooth submanifold of R d (analogous to the well-known structure theorem saying that a distribution with support in a point is a linear combination of the Dirac delta distribution at that point and its derivatives). But before stating this result, it is useful to keep the following guiding example in mind. Consider in R d the manifold M " S d´1 , namely the unit pd´1q-dimensional sphere. Let B r denote the radial partial derivative. Then we expect that a distribution T in R d having its support in S d´1 should be decomposable as
for some distributions T k on S d´1 , where the action of the right-hand side above on a test function ϕ " ϕpr, θ 1 ,¨¨¨, θ d´1 q (in an appropriate chart) is understood as
A generalisation of this is given below; see [10, Theorem XXXVII, p. 102].
Here, for a multi-index k " pk d 1`1,¨¨¨, k d q of nonnegative integers, we define |k| " k d 1`1`¨¨¨`k d , and Then a distribution T on R d with support in M can be locally decomposed as
for some distributions T k on M .
2.3.
Lojasiewicz structure theorem for real analytic varieties. We use the terminology and notation from [8] . Let U Ă R d be open. Then C ω pU q denotes the commutative ring (with respect to pointwise addition and multiplication) of all (possibly complex-valued) real analytic functions in d real variables; see [8, Definition 1.1.5, p.3]. In order to prove our main result in the form of the technical result, namely Lemma 3.1, we will need a structure theorem for real analytic varieties given in Lemma 2.5 below.
Roughly speaking, this result says that the zero set of a real analytic function of d-variables admits a decomposition 3 into the union of real analytic manifolds of various dimensions ď d´1. Lemma 2.5 is a consequence of a more elaborate structure theorem for real analytic varieties due to S. Lojaciewicz [9] (see also [1] ), which we first recall below. We quote this result after recalling a few pertinent definitions. A function Hpx 1 ,¨¨¨, x d´1 ; x d q of d real variables is called a distinguished polynomial if it has the form
Since the polynomial ź 1ďiăjďm pX i´Xj q 2 P ZrX 1 ,¨¨¨, X m s is symmetric, the theorem on symmetric polynomials [9, p.24] implies the existence of a unique polynomial ∆ m P ZrY 1 ,¨¨¨, Y m s such that ź
Let R be a commutative unital ring. The discriminant of a monic polynomial p " X m`a m´1 X m´1`¨¨¨`a m P RrXs, is defined to be ∆ m pa 1 ,¨¨¨, a m q P R. We recall [8, Theorem 6.3.3, p.168] below. Proposition 2.4 ( Lojaciewicz structure theorem). Let f px 1 ,¨¨¨, x d q be a real analytic function in a neighbourhood of the origin. We may assume that f p0,¨¨¨, 0, x d q ı 0. After a rotation of the coordinates x 1 ,¨¨¨, x d´1 , if needed, there exist δ j ą 0, j " 1,¨¨¨, d, and distinguished polynomials H k ℓ px 1 ,¨¨¨, x k ; x ℓ q p0 ď k ď d´1, k`1 ď ℓ ď dq defined on Q k :" t|x j | ă δ j , 1 ď j ď ku such that the discriminant ∆ k ℓ of H k ℓ does not vanish on Q k and the following properties are satisfied:
The set V :" tx " px 1 ,¨¨¨, x d q : @j |x j | ă δ j and f pxq " 0u has a decomposition V " M d´1 Y¨¨¨Y M 0 . The set M 0 is either empty or consists of the origin alone. For 1 ď j ď d´1, we may write M k as a finite, disjoint union M k " ď χ Γ k χ of k-dimensional sub-real analytic varieties having the following description: pReal analytic parametrisationq Each Γ k χ is defined by d´k equations
This result is stronger than what we need. We will only require the decomposition into lower dimensional real analytic varieties and the local analytic parametrisation. We state this as the following corollary of the above. 
Proof. This follows immediately from the above result, since (2) guarantees the local decomposition, and the real analytic parametrisation, namely
corresponds to the one needed in the statement of the lemma if we take τ " px 1 ,¨¨¨, x k q, σ " px k`1 ,¨¨¨, x d q, and
Then we note that the differential of ξ has the form dξ "
which is clearly invertible. Here I k denotes the kˆk identity matrix with ones on the diagonal and zeroes elsewhere.
The main technical lemma
In this section, we will show the main technical result in Lemma 3.1, which will enable us to show our result on sufficiency, namely Theorem 4.1.
(2) 0 ‰ p " c 0 pξq`c 1 pξqT`¨¨¨`c n pξqT n P C ω pU qrT s, c n ‰ 0,
Proof. We prove this inductively on the number of spatial dimensions d.
Step 1. Let d " 1. Holmgren's uniqueness theorem (Lemma 2.2) implies supppwq Ă tpξ, tq P UˆR : c n pξq " 0, t ě 0u.
If c n is constant (which must necessarily be ‰ 0, since c n was nonzero), then w " 0, and we are done.
Let c n be not a constant. Suppose that w ‰ 0. Let pξ k q kPN be the real zeros of c n in U . Then each ξ k is isolated in U . We have that supppwq Ă ď kPN tξ k uˆr0,`8q.
Each of the half lines above carries a solution of the differential equation
and w is a sum of these. Let T P p0, 8q. Take a ξ˚P tξ 1 , ξ 2 ,¨¨¨u, U a neighbourhood of ξ˚not containing the other ξ k s, and an α P DpRq which is identically 1 in a neighbourhood of r´T, T s such that the distribution αw P D 1 pUˆRq is nonzero. Then αw has compact support, and by the structure theorem for distributions (e.g. [6, Theorem 2.3.5, p.47] or the result from Subsection 2.2), it follows that there exist distributions T 1 , . . . , T K P D 1 pRq ('of the time variable'), with T K ‰ 0, such that αw "
Here δ ξ˚i s the Dirac delta of the spatial variable ξ, supported at ξ˚. From the above, it can be shown that also
in the strip Uˆp´T, T q. We claim that T K | p´T,0q " 0. For if not, then there is a ϕ P DpRq with support in p´T, 0q such that xT K , ϕy ‰ 0. Hence the sum
Bξ¯k δ ξi s a nonzero distribution in D 1 pU q. Otherwise, we get the contradiction that δ ξ˚,¨¨¨, δ pKq ξ˚a re linearly dependent in D 1 pU q. So there must exist a ψ P DpU q such that C
But the support of ψ b ϕ is in Uˆp´T, 0q, and so we have arrived at a contradiction to w| tă0 " 0. This proves T K | p´T,0q " 0. Using
we have that for pξ´ξ˚q K P C 8 pU q and ϕ P DpRq, that 0 " Hence the sum over k " 0,¨¨¨, K in (4) collapses to one over k " K, giving 0 "
As the choice of ϕ P DpRq was arbitrary, it follows that
Owing to our condition that V pc 0 , c 1 ,¨¨¨, c n qXU " H, we know that at least one of the coefficients c 0 pξ˚q,¨¨¨, c n pξ˚q is nonzero 4 . Thus we now have a solution T K to an ODE with constant coefficients. But then T K is a classical smooth solution expressible as a linear combination of analytic functions of the type t k e λt for some nonnegative integers k and some complex numbers λ. The zero past condition T K | p´T,0q " 0, furthermore implies that this analytic function must in fact be identically zero, that is T K " 0 in p´T, T q, a contradiction. Hence our assumption that w is nonzero can't be true. Consequently, w " 0. This completes the proof of the lemma when d " 1.
Step 2. Suppose now that d ą 1, and that the statement of the lemma holds for all spatial dimensions strictly less than d. We wish to prove the induction step that then the result holds for d-many spatial dimensions too. Let w be a solution to c 0 pξq`c 1 pξq B Bt w`¨¨¨`c n pξq B n Bt n w " 0,
with zero past. Suppose that w is nonzero. Holmgren's uniqueness theorem (Lemma 2.2) implies that supppwq Ă tpξ, tq P UˆR : c n pξq " 0, t ě 0u.
If c n is constant (which must necessarily be nonzero, since c n is nonzero), then w " 0, a contradiction, and so we are done. Suppose that c n is not a constant. Then we can decompose V pc n q as 4 We know that cnpξ˚q " 0 since ξ˚was one of the roots of cn.
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and M d´1 X Ω " tξpτ , 0q : pτ , 0q P W u. Suppose that w is nonzero in ΩˆR. Then there is a large enough T ą 0 such that w is nonzero on Ωˆp´T, T q. By the Schwartz structure theorem from Subsection 2.2, we can decompose w locally in a neighbourhood Ωˆp´T, T q of pξ˚, 0q P R d`1 as
for some distributions T k on pM d 1 X Ωqˆp´T, T q, such that not all T k " 0 when |k| " K, Moreover, as w| tă0 " 0, it follows that T k | tă0 " 0 for each k. Now for a d´d 1 tuple k " pk d 1`1,¨¨¨, k d q of nonnegative integers, with |k| " K, let ψ k be the smooth function
, where δ ℓ,ℓ 1 denotes the Kronecker delta, defined to be 1 if ℓ " ℓ 1 , and 0 otherwise. Using
it follows that for all ϕ P Dp r Ωˆp´T, T qq, where r Ω is as defined in (6), we have 0 "
But as τ Þ Ñ ξpτ , 0q P C ω p r Ωq, and each c ℓ P C ω pU q, it follows that their (well-defined) composition τ Þ Ñ c ℓ pξpτ , 0qq is real analytic too. Thanks to the assumption that V pc 0 , c 1 ,¨¨¨, c n q X U " H, we also obtain in particular that with r c ℓ pτ q :" c ℓ pξpτ , 0qq, ℓ " 0, 1,¨¨¨, n, and with
we have V pr c 0 , r c 1 ,¨¨¨, r c n q X R d 1 " H, and D p 0 T k " 0. We also recall from the above that T k | tă0 " 0. By the induction hypothesis, we conclude that T k " 0. Repeating this argument for each k satisfying |k| " K, gives T k " 0 whenever |k| " K. But this is a contradiction. This means that M d 1 X supppwq " H. As d 1 such that 0 ă d 1 ď d´1 was arbitrary, we conclude that supppwq Ă M 0 . But now we repeat the same argument above from Step 1, when w was supported on isolated lines, to conclude that supppwq " H, that is, w " 0. This completes the induction step, and the proof of the lemma.
Proof of sufficiency
In Theorem 1.9, we had seen that the condition V pC X ppqq X iR d " H is necessary for the triviality of the null solution space N LpDpRq,S 1 pR dppq " t0u. We now show that this condition is also sufficient.
Theorem 4.1.
Let p " a 0 pXq`a 1 pXqT`¨¨¨`a n pXqT n P CrXsrT s such that a n ‰ 0 P CrXs. If V pC X ppqq X iR d " H, then N LpDpRq,S 1 pR dppq " t0u.
Proof. Suppose that V pC X ppqq X iR d " H. Let u P LpDpRq, S 1 pR dbe such that u| tă0 " 0, D p u " 0 and such that u ‰ 0. Upon taking Fourier transformation on both sides of the equation D p u " 0 with respect to the spatial variables, we obtain a 0 piξqp u`a 1 piξq B Bt p u`¨¨¨`a n piξq´B Bt¯n p u " 0.
By Lemma 3.1, this implies p u " 0. Taking the inverse Fourier transform yields u " 0, completing the proof.
Example 4.2 (Diffusion equation revisited). Consider the diffusion equa-tion´B
Bt´∆¯u " 0, that is, D p u " 0, where ppX, T q " T´pX 2 1`¨¨¨`X 2 d q. The constant polynomial a 1 " 1 is nonzero, and so V pC X ppqq X iR d " H. Theorem 4.1 implies that N LpDpRq,S 1 pR dppq " t0u, in conformity with our physical intuition.
Modern physics rejects the diffusion equation as an accurate model of physical reality since it is not 'Lorentz invariant', admitting infinite propagation speeds. This can already be seen in the case of classical solutions to the initial value problem to the diffusion equation, where the solution is given by a (spatial) convolution of the initial data f with the Gaussian kernel, and so for arbitrarily small time instants t ą 0 and at x " 0, even arbitrarily far away initial data has an influence, which violates the special relativistic tenet that nothing travels faster than the speed of light. With this in mind, we choose to illustrate our main theorem also with the Lorentz invariant Klein-Gordon equation. Bt 2´∆`m 2¯u " 0, that is, D p u " 0, where ppX, T q " T 2´p X 2 1`¨¨¨`X 2 d q`m 2 . The constant polynomial a 2 " 1 is nonzero, and so V pC X ppqq X iR d " H. Theorem 4.1 implies that N LpDpRq,S 1 pR dppq " t0u.
We remark that Proposition 1.4 also gives a sensible result in this case, since degppq " degpT 2´p X 2 1`¨¨¨`X 2 d q`m 2 q " 2 " degpT 2`m2 q " degppp0, T qq, and so N D 1 pR d`1 q ppq " t0u and N C 8 pR d`1 q ppq " t0u.
If η µν (µ, ν " 0, 1, 2, 3) are the Minkowski metric tensor components in the Cartesian/inertial coordinates, then the only Lorentz-invariant scalar linear constant coefficient differential operator one can build has the form
where rη µν s denotes the inverse of the metric matrix rη µν s, and c k P C. This corresponds to the polynomial p " N ÿ n"0 c n pT 2´p X 2 1`¨¨¨`X 2 dn , and so degppq " degppp0, Tis always satisfied for such Lorentz invariant partial differential operators. Thus Hörmander's Proposition 1.4 is physically sound from the spacetime perspective of special relativity. 
where e k is the standard basis vector in C d with 1 in the kth entry, and all other entries zeroes. Thus V pC X ppqq X iR d ‰ H, so that
This is expected, and we can easily construct nontrivial null solutions as in the proof of Theorem 1.9. In fact, with 1 denoting the constant function on R d taking value 1 everywhere, we can take u :" 1 b Θptq, where Θ is as in (2) . Then 0 ‰ u P N LpDpRq,S 1 pR dppq since it has zero past and satisfies D p u " 0.
Spatial profile in Besov spaces
As an epilogue, we mention that besides the space LpDpRq, S 1 pR d qq, one may consider also other natural solution spaces with some growth restriction in the spatial directions. When p " 8, we take }u} p,k as ess.sup |kp¨qp up¨q|. Then B p,k is a Banach space with the above norm. The usual scale of Sobolev space H s pR d q parameterised by real numbers s corresponds to the class
We can think of the space LpDpRq, B p,k pR das a subspace of D 1 pR d`1 q: if u P LpDpRq, B p,k pR d qq, then we define the distribution U P D 1 pR d`1 q by xU, ψ b ϕy " ż R d pxu, ϕyq pξqψpξqd d ξ for ϕ P DpRq, ψ P DpR d q.
We prove the following result. Despite again using the Fourier transform as the main tool, akin to the proof of Lemma 3.1, the proof is markedly simpler, thanks to the possibility of 'evaluation' at ξ (since for every 'time' test function ϕ P DpRq, we have that p upϕq is a function of the variable ξ P R d ). Proof. 'Only if' part: Suppose that p " 0. Then we just take any nonzero ψ P B p,k . For example, any nonzero ψ P DpR d q will do. Moreover, let Θ be the nonzero function in C 8 pRq which has a zero past given in (2) . Define u by upx, tq :" ψpxqΘptq for x P R d and t P R. Then we have that u P LpDpRq, B p,k pR d qq, u| tă0 " 0 and D p u " 0. But u ‰ 0, and so N LpDpRq,B p,k pR dppq ‰ t0u.
'If' part: Suppose that p ‰ 0. Let u P LpDpRq, B p,k pR dbe such that u| tă0 " 0 and D p u " 0. Let p " a 0`a1 T`¨¨¨`a n T n P CrXsrT s, where a 0 , a 1 ,¨¨¨, a n P CrXs and a n ‰ 0 in CrXs. Upon taking Fourier transformation on both sides of the equation D p u " 0 with respect to the spatial variables, we obtain a 0 piξqp u`a 1 piξq B Bt p u`¨¨¨`a n piξq´B Bt¯n p u " 0.
But if we fix a ξ P R d such that a n piξq ‰ 0, then it follows that pp upϕqqpξq " 0 for all ϕ P DpRq. Since the Lebesgue measure of the set of zeros of the polynomial function a n piξq is zero, it follows that for each ϕ P DpRq, the function R d Q ξ Þ Ñ pp upϕqqpξq almost everywhere, and so p upϕq " 0. But then p u " 0 too, and so u " 0. This completes the proof. By the Payley-Wiener-Schwartz theorem [11, Prop. 29.1, p. 307], we know that the Fourier transform of elements of E 1 pR d q can be extended to entire functions on C d . Thus the same proof, mutatis mutandis, as that of Theorem 5.1 gives the following. if each irreducible factor p 1 of p satisfies degpp 1 q ‰ degpp 1 p0, T qq.
In our alternative solution spaces, one could ask a similar question, namely if it is possible to give a characterisation in terms of the polynomial p so that the set of futures of null solutions is dense in the set of futures of all solutions. We leave this as an open question for future investigation.
